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In this paper, we are trying to determine a scheme for the fair allocation of points to the contributors of the collaborative
community. The major problem of fair allocation of points among the contributors is that we have to analyze the improvement
in the versions of an article. Let’s say there is a contribution of major change in content which is relevant vs the contribution
of adding a single comma. Every contributor cannot be given the same points in such a case. There are many ways which can
be used like number of changes in a new version. That might seem relevant but it becomes irrelevant in terms of correct
content contribution and other significant changes. There is no AI system too which can detect such a change and award the
points accordingly. So, this problem of allocation of points to the contributors is presented by an algorithm with a theoretical
proof. It relies on the interactive interaction of the users in the system which is trivial in case of big system design economies.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 System of Collaborative Community
Collaborative community is an article publishing platform where contributors can publish, improve or suggest
any article in their own space. The content of an article can be plain text or text with videos, images, and links.
Users can create groups within the community, join group, add their content: mainly articles or collated articles.
One user can join many different groups depending on his interest. Each group has a different role for a user -
author, publisher. Author is the one who contributes to the community and publisher, in addition reviews the
articles written by the user. A user is allocated a role of publisher or author depending on his level and hours of
contribution. The content submitted by the user for the review will be "visible" to the users of that community
only. There can be versions of the same content indicating the improvement by any user or the implementation
of the publisher’s suggestion. If the publisher approves of the content, then the article is made public for any user
of any community.
Groups and communities might need a private space for preparing an article. So the system for collaborative
communities also provides a feature for a community to be a private where the article can be viewed by any user
only after its publication is approved.
The system has a grading system but this grading varies depending upon the roles (author, publisher) and
popularity of the article quantified by number of votes and views. Statistics involved in the fair allocation of the
points to the community like views and votes is collected by the reputation system micro-service. It allows to
present the actual statistics about the active participation of users in the community.
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Fig. 1. System of Collaborative Community
1.2 Role Allocation and Dependency in Collaborative Community
The super-admin is the creator for whole platform of collaborative system. Role of the super-admin is to approve
a request of creation of community by a user and he can approve this request if and only if there is no other
community existing with that same concept. The community created will be tagged with all those names which
can belong to the same community, thus avoiding the confusion of how community creation can be wisely judged
by just a search.
. The authenticated users who will be interested in a community (by seeing their profiles) can join and draft/edit
the content. One user can always be in multiple groups and then improve existing articles or content. The
communities, thus formed, will have the roles of author ,publisher and community-admin. Those who draft
the article or any content have the option of either privatizing their groups or they can make it public so that
everyone can collaborate. If the group is made public then group-admin has the power to just remove them.
But if it is private then the group-admin will be the first person in the group and has the control of granting
permissions of entering and removing the group. The people who feel that they can contribute can join the
group. Group in turn has just two roles open. First is the group-admin,then users who contribute to make the
article reach , publishable state and last is the author. As a user can be in more than one community, two types of
reputations are maintained :
1.) Community Reputation : The reputation of user in a particular community which has been obtained based on
the grading system given under section 1.2 for community.
2.) System Reputation : Article in Stack overflow corresponds to one community in our system and user partici-
pation might differ for different communities,so the allocation of points should be different.
The reputation that is the cumulative of all the community reputation that user is a part of.
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Fig. 2. Roles and their respective responsibilities in the system
2 RESEARCH MODEL
2.1 Grading System
The upvote in an article is a measure of how good is the version of the article and downvote is a measure of
how can a version improved or negatively rated[1]. The point allocation system has been developed considering
various factors including the chances of malpractices and certainty of cracking the system.
The point system is as follows:
Creating community (approved by the superadmin):+25
Article published : +5 to the user of last edit and to others(explained in section 2.4), +5 to publisher.
Article Reportedwrong(Approved) : -5 to the user of that version and publisher gets -5.
Article Reportedwrong(Rejected) : -5 for the user who reported.
Article/comment upvote/downvote: +/-2
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3 GLIMPSE OF IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SYSTEM
The system has been implemented in a very straightforward manner.The implementation of upvote,downvote
button and flag for reporting the article is merged with the existing template. Usage of these buttons will change
the number of upvotes and downvotes in the version of the article and then according to the condition specified
in grading system, user reputation will change accordingly as that moment only.
There are several case studies which will be based on different scenarios[8] :
1. Person Joining the community : The user gets +25 reputation on his dashboard and his system repu-
tation also increases by +25 at this moment.If the user is new to the system , then he gets +25 as the starting
reputation.
2. Person editing the article : The person reputation increases as soon as he hits "save" button which in-
turn increases his reputation by +2 for initial implementation.
3. Person reporting the article : The person who reported the article has to give the reason of reporting
the article.This article goes in the tab of "Articles Reported" where users of that community can view that reported
articles.The community admin will have an additional option of approving or rejecting the flag.
• If he approves the request, the reputation of publisher goes down by 5 and user of that last edited version
by 5.The reputation of person who reported increases by 5.
• If he rejects the request, the reputation of person who reported will be decreased by 5.
4. Person changing to publishable state : The publisher gets the notification to review the article.If publisher
accepts the article and publishes the article, then the publisher would get +5 points,author +5.
4 WHY ALL CONTRIBUTORS WHO HELPED IN EDITING SHOULD GET EQUAL POINTS?
The system consists of various versions of article.Our basic aim to select those versions which actually improvised
the article in a better fashion. Let us consider x1,x2....xn as the number of versions after the version of first draft
as x0.
Consider uk : upvote of the kth version And dk : downvote of the kth version
Let the selected versions be denoted by si . U() is upvote and D() is the downvote.
If the factor of U(xi ) - U(si−1)/abs(D(si−1) -D(xi )) is greater than 1 then this means that there is a substantial
increase in upvotes as compared to increase or decrease in downvotes. So we select only those versions which
have the positive value of this term.
4.1 (Selection Algorithm) Algorithm for selecting the versions which led to the improvement of the
article on the basis of votes
Let S be the set denoting the selected version of article for point allocation including x0. The last element of the S
set is represented by S(sk ).
4.2 Point Allocation for versions of article in S
Now the ratio of (uj+dj ) : number of views is compared and if the ratio is close to one then it is a good article else
the article is not good as the previous one because number of views are way higher than uj+dj suggesting that it
was less relevant.
Obviously uj+dj can never be less than number of views. If this is true then something is wrong in code which is
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i = j = k = 0
S = S ∪ x0
while i ≤ n − 1 do
if U (xi ) > U (S(sk ))and U (xi )−U (S (sk ))abs(D(S (sk ))−D(xi )) > 1 then
S = S ∪ xi
k = k + 1
end
i = i + 1
end
Algorithm 1: Algorithm for selecting better version
trivial to understand.
So according to the tested statistics the allocation is : We maintain a bank where the number of versions selected
as si will each have +5 point so bank has 5n points if n are selected.
Case 1: So those articles which have ratio close to one will have 70% of 5n.
Case 2: Publisher will have 20 % of 5n.
Case 3: And rest goes to remaining versions of article.
Now further if there are two or more articles in every case then equal distribution will be followed. The
proximity of close to 1 can be decided by the creator of the system but the above tested results are for proximity
-0.5 to 0.5 precision.
4.2.1 Proof of the above allocation system. The proof describes that the factor of U (xi ) −U (si−1)/abs(D(si−1) −
D(xi )) is the improvement factor which will always ensure the selection of those articles which have higher
peaks leading it to grow to the publishable state.
If the x0 hasU (x0), D(x0),then the next selection on the basis of the algorithm ensures that if the factor is greater
than 1 then there is an increase in upvotes more than that of downvotes. So this ensures the improvement in the
article and hence it gets selected.
The proof will be done by using the principle of mathematical induction.
Base: If the draft is x0,the selection of next version is basicallyU (xi ) −U (x0)/abs(D(x0) −D(xi )) is greater than 1
which implies that the users of the community have liked the version more than that of the draft itself.
This ensures that if there is an increase in upvote is more than decrease or increase in downvote ,then we should
select that version i. This selection proves the improvement factor selection algorithm.
Induction : If the previous selected version is sk then,the selection of next version is basicallyU (xi )−U (sk )/abs(D(sk )−
D(xi )) > 1.
This ensures that more increase in upvote than change in downvote is there which indicates that we should
select the version i if the above condition is satisfied thus making it close to the the publishable model. This
selection proves the improvement factor selection algorithm.
5 WAY TO HELP PUBLISHER REVIEWING THE PUBLISHABLE STATE
The detection of the versions which helped the article to improve has one more application. Every time , when
the user changes the state to publishable, then the publisher just needs to keep a track of only those versions
which are selected using the algorithm of selection which in turn also suggests that if there are any requests at
which no version is selected, then publisher should directly reject that request.
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6 CONCLUSION
Thus, this paper addresses the solution to two problems :
Fair Allocation of points to contributors and Reducing publisher effort to check all the articles.
The major problem of fair allocation of points among the contributors was that we have to analyze the improve-
ment in the versions of an article. So, this problem of allocation of points to the contributors is presented by an
algorithm with a theoretical proof above.
The publisher has to approve whether the content is ready to be published or not. Authenticity of such a public
content becomes easy due to the selection algorithm which can handle the requests that user might have done by
clicking it to publishable state. If the algorithm includes this version, it becomes to the publishable state else the
request is rejected.
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